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Timglaset #4
The Magic of Objects
For this issue of Timglaset our contributors where given a set of rules they had to stick
to:
1. Choose one object in the room where you write or make art.
2. With that object as a starting point write an essay, a story or a poem, or make a
collage, a drawing, a painting or a piece of music.
3. You must not bring the object into the room specifically to write etc about it. It must
be an object which is already in the room when you decide to start.
4. The object must be everyday in the sense that anyone can be expected to have
something to say or express about it if they so wish. I e don't write about the ritual
ocarina you were given by a shaman in Kazakhstan. It can however be an everyday
object that is special to you, like that pen knife you were given by your father on
your twelfth birthday. On the other hand it might just as well be a coaster you
probably bought seven or eight years ago at Ikea but you don't really remember or
don't really care – if that inspires you.
5. The object may not be a book, a work of art or a record.
6. Be as funny or solemn as you wish.
7. Be as brief or as longwinded as you wish (within the limits given by the 36-page
fanzine format).
After deadline all the writing and art was posted to the contributors who then had the
chance to “comment” on each other’s contributions by making a new one about the
same object. This is the result.
Editor: Joakim Norling
Designed by: Petra Schulze-Wollgast
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En blyertspenna

A Pencil
Jonas Ellerström

Blyertspennan har blivit ett både självklart och gåtfullt föremål. En blyertspenna –
ja, vad är det för märkligt med den? En blyertspenna – men minns jag när jag köpte
den eller ﬁck den, har jag överhuvudtaget någon aning om hur de blyertspennor
som omger mig (visst har jag väl blyertspennor i alla rum där jag arbetar?) har
kommit i min ägo, eller snarare i min väg?

The pencil has become a both obvious and mysterious object. A pencil – well, what's
strange about it? A pencil – but do I remember when I bought it or got it; do I even
have any idea how the pencils surrounding me (surely I have pencils in all the rooms
where I work?) have come into my possession, or rather in my way?

En precisering: det gäller blyertspennor av trä, inte plastpennor med blyertsstift och
en text på det vita skaftet som man sett så många gånger att man inte på villkors vis
kan komma ihåg om där står ”Tillhör Statsverket” eller ”Institutionen för teknisk
fysik” eller ”Hotell Concordia Animi” eller något helt annat.

lead and a text on the white handle that you have seen so many times that you can't
possibly remember if it says "Property of the Treasury" or "Department of
Engineering Physics" or “Hotel Concordia Animi" or something else entirely on it.

Ämnet inbjuder till nostalgi, till åkallan av den särskilda gula färgen på pennorna
från Faber-Castell och till skolminnen av pennor som var gjorda av cederträ. Det går
att göra kulturhistoriska utvikningar – Libanons cedrar nämns redan i Höga visan –
och att teckna en produktutvecklingskurva – det var först när man började mala
graﬁten och blanda pulvret med lera till olika hårdhet som tillverkningen tog fart –
utan att något av detta visar mer än en viss ﬁngerfärdighet när det rör sig om att
snatta fakta från nätet.
Vad det handlar om är den helt vardagliga gungning som tillvaron råkar i när jag
sträckt mig efter en penna i burken bakom mig för att göra en anteckning i en bok
jag läser (sådana gör man i blyerts, eller hur?) bara för att upptäcka att alla de vita
plastpennorna saknar stift och att den enda riktiga blyertspennan har avbruten
spets och inte går att skriva med.
Så långt bara lätt frustration. Det är när jag inser att exakt samma händelseförlopp
utspelade sig förra gången jag satt vid det här bordet och arbetade – vilket jag i och
för sig inte gör påfallande ofta – som tillvaron stillsamt börjar rämna. Jag tittar på
pennan. Den har inte blivit spetsad på länge. Jag letar efter en pennvässare. Jag
hittar ingen, och vet egentligen med mig att jag inte äger någon. Vem har en
pennvässare nuförtiden?
Hur länge har den oanvändbara blyertspennan stått i burken? Hur många av de

A clariﬁcation: We’re talking about pencils of wood, not plastic pens with pencil

The subject invites nostalgia, invocation of the special yellow colour of Faber-Castell
pencils and school memories of pencils made out of cedar. You could make cultural
digressions – the cedars of Lebanon were mentioned already in the Song of
Solomon – and outline production development – it was only when they began to
grind the graphite and mix the powder with clay to diﬀerent hardness that
manufacturing took oﬀ – without any of that showing more than a certain dexterity
in the art of pinching facts oﬀ the web.
It's all about the completely mundane swerve of existence when I reach for a pen in
the jar behind me to make a note in a book I read (notes are made with a pencil,
right?), only to discover that all the white plastic pencils lack their pins and that the
only real pencil has a broken tip and can’t be used for writing.
So far only mild frustration. It's when I realise that exactly the same sequence of
events took place the last time I sat at this table and worked – which I don’t do
remarkably often – that existence quietly starts to crack. I look at the pencil. It
hasn't been sharpened in a long time. I'm looking for a pencil sharpener. I can’t ﬁnd
one, and am quite certain that I don't own one. Who owns a pencil sharpener
nowadays?
For how long has this unusable pencil been in the can? How many of the everyday
objects we surround ourselves with actually belong to a bygone era? Where should
one go to buy a pencil sharpener?

vardagsföremål vi omger oss med tillhör egentligen en svunnen tid? Vart skall man
gå för att köpa en pennvässare?
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A Typewriter

A Pencil
Joakim Norling

Petra Schulze-Wollgast

I have been ransacking my house to find a pencil of the type Jonas is
writing about but I can't find one. There are however numerous plastic
giveaway pencils of the type that always get their tip broken and you
finally throw away with a piece of lead rattling around in its belly. For a
brief moment I thought about writing a poem dedicated to the plastic
giveaway pencil but then I remembered that the title of this issue is The
Magic Of Objects.
I do however own a pencil sharpener. Do you want to borrow it, Jonas?
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En tablett / A Table(ma)t

Tablets

Bobbilott Fika

Cirklar fyllda med cirklar.

Circles filled with circles.

Cirklar i cirklar,

Circles inside circles,

i blått, i grönt, i plast.

in blue, in green, of plastic.

Skyddande plast.

Protective plastic.

Tabletter utan biverkningar

Tablets without side effects,

men med skyddande effekt.

but with a protective intent.

Ert ursprung är okänt.

Your origin is unknown.

Er framtid oviss.

Your future uncertain.

Platta ligger ni där,

Flat you lay,

där ni blivit lagda,

where you been laid,

med en yta, lätt skrovlig,

with the surface, slightly rough,

och ändå helt tät.

and yet totally dense.

Vi belastar er, belamrar er,

We burden you, clutter you,

kladdar ner och torkar,

smudge you and wipe you,

kladdar ner och torkar.

smudge you and dry you.

När vi torkar talar ni

When we wipe you, you speak

på ett visslande, viskande språk.

in a whistling, whispering language.

Vi svarar inte.

We don’t answer.

10

Petra Schulze-Wollgast
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Tablets / A Bloodshot Eye

Ett blodsprängt öga / A Bloodshot Eye

Jonas Ellerström

Elisabeth Mansén

Ett blodsprängt öga stirrar mig i nacken när jag sitter vid datorn på mitt tjänsterum.
Orörligt och obevekligt. Det bryr sig inte om ifall jag skriver på en artikel, ett
föredrag eller en tjock monograﬁ. Det bara stirrar. Om mitt eget kritiska sinne mot
förmodan skulle svikta kan jag alltid lita på det blodsprängda ögat. Det är bara att
släppa skärmen med blicken och vända sig om.
När inspirationen tryter plockar jag upp det och låter ögat vila i handen. Tyvärr är
det inte svalt och slätt som glas eller emalj, utan skrovligt som gammal plast blir
som legat för länge i solen. En gång för länge sedan kunde det studsa muntert mot
trägolvet, men inte nu längre. Jag provar ändå – och lite studs ﬁnns kvar.
Ögonblicket innan det når handen kommer jag på vad jag ska skriva om –
naturligtvis – det blodsprängda ögat.
Jag lägger tillbaka ögat på sitt pälsklädda vykort intill kalejdoskopet och de avskurna
tårna av grön tvål. Där får det ligga till nästa föreläsning om de fem sinnenas
historia i konst och vetenskap. Nu tittar det upp i taket.

A bloodshot eye is staring at the back of my neck when I’m sitting at the computer
in my oﬃce. Immobile and relentless. It does not care if I write an article, a lecture
or a thick monograph. It just stares. If my critical sense should happen to fail, I can
always rely on the bloodshot eye. However, I must stop looking at the screen and
turn around.
When inspiration is scarce I pick it up and let the eye rest in the palm of my hand.
Unfortunately it’s not cool and smooth like glass or enamel, but rough like old
plastic that has been left too long in the sun. A long time ago, it could bounce
merrily on the wooden ﬂoor, but not anymore. I try it anyway – and a bit of bounce
is left. The moment before it reaches the hand I know what to write about – of
course – the bloodshot eye.
I put the eye back on the furry postcard next to the kaleidoscope and the cut oﬀ
toes made of green soap. There it shall rest until the next lecture on the history, art
and science of the ﬁve senses. Now the eye stares up at the ceiling.
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Hands

Hands
Bobbilott Fika

Ingemar Breithel

Flinka ﬁngrar stelnat har
Stannat
Bleknat
I gester
I strävan
I fönstret
Söker de ljuset?
Värme?
Kontakt?
Förgäves
Nimble ﬁngers have grown s2ﬀ
Stopped
Faded
In gestures
In pursuit
In the window
Looking for light?
Heat?
Contact?
In vain
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A Mustard Jar
David Price

There is a haiku that I wrote, three years ago, as part of a book that remains

On a journey, ill.
My dream goes wandering

unﬁnished. The book was about some unspoken tendencies and habits in
certain examples of contemporary sculpture, especially in its casual use of

over withered ﬁelds.

found objects. Observations were made about the placement of objects, vague
and speciﬁc, and the habit amongst the young artists in question to list these

Basho goes beyond the subject and object here, and instead abstracts his being.

objects in an encyclopedic fashion as the work's materials. The book might now

His subject-hood is emptied out completely into ﬁelds that have themselves

never be ﬁnished. If there was a brilliant observation to be made about

died back. This is the English translation of the original Japanese that is

contemporary art within it, this is now doubly lost: it is too late to perfectly

imprinted on my memory since writing about it for a dissertation 12 years ago;

recollect the sensibility for placing objects that I was describing, and the artists

there are several diﬀerent translations in publication.

in question have probably moved on and are making diﬀerent kinds of work. A
critical hinge-point was missed. The haiku, which was about such an object,

The haiku, as a form, seems to be about the triangulation of a state – taking a

now ﬂoats away from the unﬁnished text to which it was tethered.

state of being as the object of contemplation and identifying, observing and
circumscribing it (circumscribing it literally; writing a border around it). The

At a desk, cold.
Autumn sun
meets a mustard jar.

process of translation does this too. The translation of a text should, in
principle, be more than the original, as the text has been processed one more
time. The reader trusts that they have been guided through the original and

The mustard jar was on my desk then, but it isn't anymore. But the haiku is still

shown the way out of it. Lydia Davis' translation of Scratches (Biﬀures) by
Michael Leiris is on my desk right now. This is a translation alive to the limits of

on my desktop, at least now, as I reopen the documents of the unﬁnished book.
It was intended to be an objective poem, or at least a poem from which the

its circumscription and which is, according to Davis, 'tied back to [the] original
with these same knots' that made it problematic to translate. Little fragments of

subject was removed. From which I was removed. Of course, it was me feeling

vernacular, or of personal and private language, ﬂoat about the translation and

the cold, but a thermometer could equally have done so. It described
phenomena that I witnessed. Truly deep objectivity (which this poem does not

remain themselves, grains of French that are not dissolved into the English text.
When I'm writing, or more often using little cells of language in artworks, I tend

attain) probably becomes deeply subjective anyway, as in Leading Light by John
Smith, or in Georges Perec's attempt to exhaust a space. My haiku, which was a

to triangulate meaning via French, a language I speak but in which I'm virtually
illiterate.

digression within another text, is perhaps modest enough to remain objective,
or at least object-orientated. I (the writer) am a very small part of it. But the ﬁrst
line echoes (for me) the most subjective haiku of all, the death poem of Basho

If I start to translate my Haiku I halt...
À un bureau, froid.

from 1694.

16
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'À un bureau' sounds clumsy. “Ah uuugh bew row” are coarse sounds. But 'Au

It occurs to me that the word 'mustard' in the 3rd line is deceptive. The jar,

bureau' seems too deliberately 'the desk', 'my desk', and not abstract enough. Or
would that simply be the normal way to express being 'at a desk'? I feel as if my

ﬁrstly, had long ceased to have anything to do with mustard; it was being used
to store and make available at easy reach some coloured pencils. I know this,

limitations in French are also reﬂecting back a blankness in the English original.
'At a desk, cold' now feels like a 'cold' report, or a summary, rather than the ﬁrst

but the reader doesn't. But also that 'mustard' is a funny-sounding word. I once
made a piece of work playing on the name of 'Colonel Mustard' from the board

line of a poem. This may not be a bad thing for poetry, of course. Francis

game Cluedo, replacing 'colonel' with its homonym 'kernel', thinking of the

Ponge's poems investigate objects, certainly, but far more incisively than a

kernel of the mustard seed itself. The pressing of 'must' is the ﬁrst part of the

matter-of-fact report. I'm inclined to think that, as a non-poet, it's best if I err

process of winemaking. The 'ard' part of the word is ardens, ﬂaming or burning.

on the side of expressionlessness. But being a non-poet, it's hard for me to say. I

The must is mixed with the (gustatorily) ﬂaming seeds to make mustard. Ardor,

only wrote this haiku as my mind went wandering over another text and into

passionate love, is also burning from its Latin. If the word 'mustard' was

the realm of the object. I am still curious about the French possibility this haiku

removed, it would simply read 'a jar', which is close to 'ajar'; 'still open'... But to

might have. Perhaps I can pass the poem to a real translator... I send it to Samy
Langeraert, an old friend, a writer, and (formerly), a poet. He puzzles over it,

return to Samy's puzzles: he proposes two options.
Au bureau, froid.

and replies attaching a photograph of a glass egg-boiler on his own desk. There
is a also a gentle disagreement between us about some of Eric Rohmer's ﬁlms;

Le soleil d'automne

Samy prefers individual moments of beauty (“I tend to remember and care
more about fragments”) whereas I prefer the Rohmer ﬁlms that are more like
portraits of places and contexts, and whose characters are more blank and
3rd

eﬄeure un pot de moutarde.
The 'meeting' no longer occurs, replaced quite surprisingly with the delicate

puppet-like. His primary problem with the haiku is in the
line, the 'meeting'
between the sun and the mustard jar, and the lack of a word quite like 'jar' in

'eﬄeure': the sun brushes, glances, almost strokes the pot of mustard. But the
'pot' is still problematic. It suggests something ceramic, and it must (surely?) be

French. He ﬁnds 'jar' “almost religious”, lacking the utilitarian quality he sees in

glass for something so lucent and ambiguous as this 'meeting' to take place. Or

'pot'. Samy's English is excellent (better, in a sense, than mine), but it is also a
language foreign to him. His perception of a religious resonance in 'jar' is

maybe this is just in my mind, me the author who knows that the empty
mustard jar was on the desk performing a function other than the storage of

productive, and expands the word. For me, for whom French is foreign, 'pot' has
a religious resonance. Although we have the word 'pot' in English, of course, the

mustard? The author, who perhaps now realizes the haiku was about the
sunlight meeting with the glass jar. Samy's next proposition resolves this

pronunciation of 'pot' in French is almost onomatopoeic; the sound of a layer of

problem by ignoring it and making strange a new one.

dust being blown oﬀ from the surface of a somewhat sacred pot (in the English
sense).

Au bureau, froid.
Soleil d'automne
sur la moutarde en pot.
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At the desk, cold.

translated poem is attached. There is, instead, a discussion of options. The ﬁrst

Autumn sun
on jarred mustard.

line simpliﬁes itself, into
samui desuku

This is how I immediately read it back to myself, making some leaps; a new
poem making a new translation (back) to English, inviting the double meaning

'Cold desk'. Although it should be, he proposes, some 'more aesthetic variant

of the verb 'to jar'; to strike against something (rather than brush against

thereof, conveying a state' instead. And that the second and third lines might be

something, as in the French 'eﬄeure'). The light of the autumn sun jars, or

reversed; an 'object-verb-subject' approach.

reﬂects, sharply against the mustard pot (if it is ceramic), rather than meeting it
and refracting (if it is glass). This cannot really be resolved; a translation is

karashi-ire to/ni deau

perhaps a site of diﬀraction for waves of meaning. In English the word 'jar' will

aki no hi

always have the possibility, even likelihood, of indicating glass. The original
word, the Arabic 'jarra' (transliterated), probably refers to a ceramic container.

The option of the 'ni' or 'to' particles presents two readings of the original: that

But an English mind, trained by the alliterative 'jam-jar', will see more glass
than clay.

'the sun encounters, perhaps surprisingly, the jar' or that there might be 'a more
mutual meeting (like ‘meets with’)' respectively. Something else, he says, would
need to be used to 'convey a sense of coalescence or fusion'. He too is troubled

The phenomenon I witnessed, and the state I described, has been
contemplated, although I'm not sure it has been circumscribed in the sense of

by the material of the jar; he presumes or feels it might be glass, and the cause
of refraction, but his choice of noun suggests something ceramic. George's use

being written around. It has been written-out-of-itself, perhaps.

of the simplest language so far becomes, when returned back to English:

The fact that very form of the haiku (and the death poem of Basho, lodged in

Cold desk.

my memory) is Japanese, a language that I do not speak at all is something that
concerns me. I am using technology I do not understand, as it were (I am

Mustard container meets
Autumn sun.

certainly not paying attention to syllable counts either). I pass the haiku on to
perhaps my oldest friend, George Rivers, who is a translator of Japanese into

This actually sounds quite cool (in both senses of the word), and even more like

English, not the other way around. Perhaps he can lay the poem to rest in its

a report in a notebook than the original. Or a note for an idea for a screenplay

alien homeland. He replies in some detail narrating the poem back to me via
Japanese. His analysis of the poem is acute, although of course I cannot read his

for a ﬁlm; a plot. The reversal of the second and third lines makes a dramatic
change; as George points out, the original poem 'has an element of surprise; *a*

results back to myself. In fact, his results comprise the acute analysis. No

mustard jar enters the story'. But in his version 'the mustard jar ends up being a
detail about the sun, or something that the sun happened to meet.'

20
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There is much to ponder here. I hadn’t, until now, considered who is doing what

At a writing table, cool.

to whom; whether the sun is the primary actor, illuminating, or whether the jar
is the primary actor, interrupting the light. Or, indeed, refracting and

An autumn sun
glances mustard.

translating it. Or whether the desk is anything more than a setting for these
events. Perhaps it is the primary actor; the site of writing. If me, the subject, is

The translations of the poem jar against each other here: to 'glance' could

truly removed, then the three elements are perhaps interchangeable.

replace 'ser' (to see, or at least look at), but it has a double meaning just like
'jar'; to 'graze' or lightly hit. 'An autumn sun' is nonsensical, in that whilst there

The ﬁnal point of my triangle is Swedish, the language I cannot speak but can

are many stars, there is only one that we designate 'the sun'. But I think again of

vaguely understand, which I can at least pick at with the dictionary, and which

John Smith's Leading Light, and how this ﬁlm shows the same sun in so many

my son will learn to speak quicker than I will. And which the readers of this

diﬀerent states so many times, and I give myself license to be ambiguous. Anna

publication surely do speak. I pass the haiku to Anna Tebelius, a translator, the

then points out that 'kall' also suggests 'call', and I think of the convenient,

mother of my son, and the author of a text on the puzzling word 'Örngott' in a
publication of mine. There is, initially, little discussion. She replies by iMessage:

simple word 'desk' that neither French nor Swedish can express so pithily:

Vid ett skrivbord, kall.
En höstsol

At a desk, so-called.
Autumn light
alights at mustard.

ser senap i glas.
This is perhaps too much like poetry now. But 'autumn light' reminds me of
The desk as the 'site of writing' asserts itself quite literally in the Swedish word.
Anna explains later on that she changes 'meets' to 'sees', in eﬀect, to produce a

how Bergman's ﬁlm Nattvardsgästerna is called, simply, Winter Light in
English; deconsecrated. The English verb 'alight' is delicate and luminous (and

new, replacement alliteration. It occurs to me (an irrelevant, digressive thought)

opens a new alliterative spectrum in the poem), and has a great many subtle

that the original alliteration of 'meets' and 'mustard' is funny, as 'meet' could
sound like 'meat'. Anna's translation produces a deﬁnitive choice of material for

etymological meanings suggesting vague alleviations. Its modern usage,
however, is simply to 'come down from', to 'dismount', to step down onto the

the 'mustard container'. I read the containers back to myself, both 'moutarde en
pot' and 'senap i glas', and almost forget that there is no mustard present in the

platform from a train. The conclusion to one mode of a journey.

original, just a former mustard-vessel. The way 'kall' sounds (to my English ear)

The poem is now glancing oﬀ its translations, and glancing back at them

as if it is between 'cold' and 'cool', and the use of 'glas', suggest a new sequence
of thoughts:

without seeing them clearly. It is moving towards an abstraction of its own, no
longer towards objectivity but to a kind of collective subjectivity belonging to
four authors. I am keeping minutes during their meeting.

22
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A Mustard Jar
Jonas Ellerström

This text completed I send it to the translators, and they reply with their
thoughts and corrections. I'd originally misunderstood Samy; thinking he
meant 'pot' sounded religious and jar utilitarian. He also mentions that he loves
Leading Light by John Smith, especially the moment when 'the music starts
playing'. Until that point the ﬁlm may as well have been silent; it's only when
the camera identiﬁes a spinning record player that there is any sound of note. It
oﬀers a redeﬁnition of the preceding and following 'silence'. Anna said that she
felt 'touched' by the familial nature of her appearance. George replies with a
discussion of the Basho death poem in the Asahi Shimbun that he'd kept as a
newspaper clipping several years ago, about an errant syllable in the original
Japanese suggesting spoken rather than formal language. This in turn
contributes to an ambiguity about the status of Basho's dream; that it might be
the object of the poem but also perhaps its subject. He proposes that a 'direct
and noncommittal translation', in this light, would not even resemble verse:
dream, wandering over withered ﬁelds
Or would become, in George's words, a 'sense of poetic meltdown, which
connects to the idea of the subjecthood emptying out.' There is (a) little I can
add to this.
At a desk, cold.
A cut-glass
crooked seer.
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Ett träskrin / A Wooden Box
Bengt Adlers

Från mitt föräldrahem. Med infälld handskriven text:

Osvurigt edsligt och skrinlagt

Hanna Jönsdotter
18 14/9 62

Satans Sörens Sator
Rövränner torg och gator
Jisses Jesus och Herre Guden
Den svartes svans är lång och luden

Hanna Jönsdotter (eller en namne) levde mellan 8 juni 1816 och 20 februari 1880.
Hon anlitades som Klok gumma och var som sådan verksam under åren 1847-1880.
HJ kallades Annelövskvingan efter den ort hon först var verksam. Till sin stora
förtret gick hon också under öknamnet Rantan (den högväxta). Hennes förste
make dog 1862, det år som står angivet på skrinet. HJ botade sjukdomar, skador och
tillstånd och drev bort onda ting. Hon använde sig av magi, ritualer och trollramsor.
Jag föreställer mig att mitt skrin har innehållit pappersark med nedskrivna trollformler
för olika besvärjande ändamål. Jagumaj!

Esike desike lusan tusan
Rusa dasen i kåta kusan
Jädrans Djävlar
Och tusans bövlar
Bocken skrävlar
I horn och stövlar
Sim sala bim
Och summa summarum
Rimma på rankiga rim
Banka på tralla och trumtrum

From my parents' home. With recessed handwritten text:

Elle min belle mitt bi
Du ska min själ bli fri
Som Abra före Kadabra
Och ljusa ljus i kandelabra
För sjutton och sexton och attan
Ulven och korpen och kattan
Vakar i ottan och nattan

Hanna Jönsdotter
18 14/9 62
Hanna Jönsdotter (or a namesake) lived between June 8th 1816 and February 20th
1880. She was hired as a wise woman, and as such was active in the years 1847-1880.
HJ was called The Annelöv Woman after the place she ﬁrst worked. To her chagrin
she also went under the nickname Rantan (tall woman). Her ﬁrst husband died in
1862, the year that is marked on the box. HJ cured diseases, injuries and conditions
and drove away evils. She used magic, rituals and chants.
I imagine that my box has contained sheets of paper with written spells for the
purpose of exorcism. Jagumaj!
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Hokus och pokus
Pirum och parum
Solus och locus
Firum och farum
Fan ta fasiken
Tutta på tasiken
Hus i helvete tar brandet
För sotet ner i helsickalandet
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Ett annat skrin

Another Box
Joakim Norling

Skrin, askar, boxar… De är ju oemotståndliga. Pockar på att bli öppnade,
undersökta, utforskade. Väntar stumt på att få besvara frågor om sitt innehåll.

Cases, caskets, boxes ... They're irresistible, aren’t they? They urge to be opened,
examined, researched. Waiting silently to answer questions about their content.

Liksom Bengt har jag en ask på mitt skrivbord, ett gammalt smyckeskrin klätt med
slitet brunt konstläder, med ett enkelt lås, nyckeln i behåll och insatser med

Like Bengt I have a box on my desk, an old jewelry box lined with worn brown
leatherette, with a simple lock, the key intact, and inserts with many

många fack som kan lyftas ut. Jag ﬁck det av min vän Jyll när vi knappt var mer än
tonåringar.

compartments one can lift out. I got it from my friend Jyll when we were barely
more than teenagers.

På utsidan ser skrinet ut som det förmodligen gjort sedan det tillverkades, om än
tuggat av tidens tand. På insidan har Jylls ﬂinka ﬁngrar förvandlat
förvaringsfacken för örhängen, armband och broscher till behållare för
hemligheter och konst.

On the outside the box looks like it probably has since it was manufactured,
although ravaged by time. Inside, Jyll’s nimble ﬁngers have transformed the
storage compartments for earrings, bracelets and brooches into a container of
secrets and art.

På den översta våningen i skrinet har varje fack fått en handgjord insats av träbitar
och kvistar och akvarellmålad botten med blommande, abstrakta mönster. På
nästa avsats ett fenomenalt självporträtt i blyerts, en diabild från en utställning,
noggrant inslagen i papper, ett handgjort kuvert med några mikroskopiska
akvareller och tre manschettknappar från början av förra seklet. (Fanns det
någonsin en ]ärde? Jag minns inte längre.)

On the top level of the box, each compartment has a handmade insert made of
pieces of wood and branches and watercolor painted backgrounds with ﬂowery
abstract patterns. On the next level, a phenomenal pencil drawn self-portrait, a
slide from an exhibition, carefully wrapped in paper, a handmade envelope with
some microscopic watercolors and three cuﬄinks from the beginning of the last
century. (Was there ever a fourth? I do not remember anymore.)

I botten har jag själv fyllt på med vykort, ett screentryck från min vän Ozelot och
några klipp om en Richard Long-utställning som Jyll också skickade. Ett
födelsedagskort: en akvarell av en praktfull, eventuellt exotisk blomma, också från
Jyll. Hon älskade föräldrahemmets trädgård, blommor och växtlighet. Och
ytterligare ett självporträtt, denna gång i bläck: de stora ögonen i det smala
ansiktet och den korta munnen med fylliga läppar. Blicken är outgrundlig. Hade vi
redan börjat glida bort från varandra?

The bottom level I have ﬁlled with postcards, a screen print from my friend Ozelot
and a few clips from a Richard Long exhibition that Jyll also sent. A birthday card:
a watercolor of a splendid, possibly exotic ﬂower, also from Jyll. She loved the
garden at her parent’s home, ﬂowers and vegetation. And another self-portrait,
this time in ink: the big eyes in the narrow face and the short mouth with full lips.
The gaze is inscrutable. Had we had already begun to drift apart?

Jag googlar “Jyll Bradley”, sedan länge en väletablerad och hyllad konstnär. Många
av hennes verk handlar om trädgårdar och det som växer. Det gör mig nästan
fånigt upprymd.
Tack för att du delade dina hemligheter, Jyll! Skrinet har följt med genom alla år
och alla ﬂyttar. Idag är det mer en behållare för minnen än för hemligheter. Men
lika magiskt.
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I google "Jyll Bradley," a well-established and acclaimed artist. Many of her works
are all about gardens and growing. It makes me almost elated.
Thank you for sharing your secrets, Jyll! The box has followed me through all the
years and all the moves. Today it is more a container for memories than secrets.
But just as magical.
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En tejphållare / A Tape Dispenser

Copper

Per Engström

Paul Snowdon

Nyinﬂyttad i Malmö. Vid uppackning och placering av skrivbordet registreras en
förlust! Kvar i Stockholm? I Göteborg? Borttappad på E4:an? Försvunnen. Genast ut
på Malmös gator och leta ersättare! Där stod den! I en skräpbutik på
Föreningsgatan. Sedan dess på mitt skrivbord. Vi är oskiljaktiga, jag dras till mitt
skrivbord. Åh, när jag ser på den! Som en ﬂygplansmjuk kurva i hangarens ﬂödande
ljus; en barndomsbil man nalkas bakifrån på en solig sextiotalsparkeringsplats; som
hela projektorrummet, publikhavet och och ﬁlmduken i en överdådig biografsalong;
ett stort trädgårdsplommon i augusti, tungt som Bruschs världsrekordkula; ett
sänke för valﬁske, alltid litet oåtkomligt dammig i räﬄorna på ovansidan, ett smuts
att försjunka i vid skrivbordet, alltför ofta, hur ska man få bort det? Ett djuplila
plommon i augusti. Tjugosju år. Så fäst jag är vid den!
Det är tejphållaren.

Recently moved to Malmö. When unpacking and putting the desk in its place a loss
is recorded! Left in Stockholm? In Gothenburg? Lost on the E4 motorway? Missing.
Immediately I'm out on the streets of Malmö to locate a replacement! There it is! In
a junk shop on Föreningsgatan. Since then, on my desk. We are inseparable; I am
drawn to my desk. Oh, when I look at it! Like the gentle airplane shaped curve in
the abundant light of a hangar; like the childhood car one approaches from behind
on a sunny sixties parking lot; like the whole projection room, the audience and the
screen in a sumptuous cinema; like a large garden plum in August, heavy like a shotputter’s world record ball; like a sinker for whaling, always slightly inaccessibly dusty
in the grooves on the top side, a dirt to contemplate at the desk, too often; how do
you get rid of it? A deep purple plum in August. Twenty-seven years. I’m so attached
to it!
It's the tape dispenser.
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A Bookshelf
Dolly Dolly

I’m lying on the sofa staring at the corner of the ceiling in our living
room. Above our conservatory double doors, the entrance to which is in
the living room, is a bookshelf that runs along the length of the wall and
it meets the corner I’m looking at now. It’s the corner above the sideboard
and next to a wooden life-sized head of a male stag that I sometimes put
a Santa hat on at Christmas time. I want to tell you about a vision I had. I
saw something. Something I have no explanation for. I’ve just looked up
‘vision’ and an online free dictionary I found describes it as “The mystical
experience of seeing something that is not in fact present to the eye or is
supernatural.” I don’t know if what I saw falls into that deﬁnition or not.
Once you’ve read this you can decide for yourself. But I promise you it's
true. Every word of it. Really.
It was about six years ago and I had the ﬂu. Proper ﬂu. Not just a really,
really bad cold, but one of those high temperature, sweating, pounding
head ﬂus. I had had it about two days and had come downstairs because I
was fed up with being quarantined and Corrine, my wife, doesn’t work
Fridays and it was a Friday. So even though I was feeling awful at least
someone was keeping me company. I was laying on the sofa. The same
sofa I’m on now. Staring at the same corner I'm staring at now. There was
a monkey squatting there. Its toes curled over the top of the books on the
shelf. Its head tucked under the ceiling and it arms outstretched, hands
palms up, ﬁngers spread. It had no hair on its body. It was pale white and
wrinkled like a newborn. It's eyes were albino pink but ringed with a
circle of sickly yellow. I’m trying not to over elaborate my descriptions of
it here as I want to present this in as realistic a way as possible. So it’s just
a document of what I saw. I'm sure you understand what I mean. I don't
want to be thought of as a looney by anyone reading this.
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The monkey’s lips widened and it bared two rows of huge teeth at me. A
sound like steam escaping issued from it. It was a female as I could clearly
see. We looked at each other, our eyes meeting. I'll be honest, it unnerved
me. I turned away from it and faced the back of the sofa and closed my
eyes. I could hear Corrine in the kitchen washing up. The clank of dishes
and slosh of water keeping me tethered in the moment. Then I heard the
hiss again from above me. It was still there.
I called to Corrine. She came in and asked what I wanted. Could she see a
pale white hairless monkey on the bookshelf? She said she couldn't and
feeling conﬁdent, I turned around on the sofa to see if it had, indeed,
gone. She was standing holding a dish cloth in the corner of the room.
Above her was the monkey, smiling. I pointed, she turned around, looked
up at the ceiling, shrugged and walked back into the kitchen. Leaving me
with the pale monkey.
I don't recall how long it was there for or when it stopped being there.
One moment it just wasn't. I told Corrine later that I thought I'd had
some sort of psychogenic vision. That I thought for a moment the veil
between worlds had been lifted. That I thought I'd been touched by the
Great God Pan. Something had slipped though from another universe
into ours. That I'd had a poetic vision similar to William Blake seeing the
Ghost of a Flea at the bottom of the stairs. That I felt strongly honoured.
She said I should stop talking bollocks and get over myself.
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A Bookshelf / A Keyboard

A Keyboard

Petra Schulze-Wollgast
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Robin Tomens
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